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INTRODUCTION

In the treatment of children with fixed Cleft Lip and Palate (CLP), problems such as hipponasality and hypernasality, which are related to vocal emission and resonance, might appear. Nevertheless, according to the report presented in Castellanos et al. (2006), hypernasality is more frequently found than hipponasality (90% vs. 10%). The interest shown in hypernasality detection is that its occurrence points out problems of anatomical and neurological sort that are also related to the peripheral nervous system (Cairns, Hansen, & Riski, 1996). The presence of hypernasality, understood as the leak of nasal air and compensatory articulations, leads to low intelligibility of speech. This declining of the subject’s communication capabilities may end up in behavioral and social changes.

In velopharyngeal learning, the distortion of the acoustic production leads up to nasalized voice. Moreover, since air loss or nasal leak is massive, articulator mechanisms are compromised. The patient can not speak clearly and intelligibly, and thence they replace their velum palatine sphincter by glottal articulation that allows for clearer speech: /p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, /g/ come from glottal stops, while sounds like /ch/, /s/, /t/, /j/ are accompanied by hoarseness (Habbaby, 2002). Although hard palate has been repaired surgically, it might not provide velopharyngeal competence necessary for a normal speech production. Even if the palate is potentially capable after surgery, previous speech habits might have developed compensatory articulations or physiologic compensations that aimed to approximate to intelligibility that enhance the number of pathological patterns in speech. As a result, compensatory articulations persist generally, even after undergoing post technical or post surgical manipulation that had forecasted a plenty shutting. Thus, they have to be fixed before increasing the performance of the velopharyngeal sphincter throughout language therapy.

In the last years, there has been a growing interest for acoustic speech analysis (ASA) as an alternative method for diagnosis and treatment in identifying functional disorders in children’s voices (González, Cervera, & Miralles, 2002; Niedzielska, 2000; Niedzielska, Glijer, & Niedzielski, 2001). This type of analysis exposes great advantages over traditional methods due to its noninvasive nature and potential to obtain a quantitative measure on the clinic state of the larynx and vocal tract.

Acoustic features or objective parameters are frequently used to represent the pathologic voice on held vowels (Hadjitodorov & P. Mitev, 2002; Kent, Vorperian, & Kent, 2000; Yu, Ouaknine, Revis, & Giovanni, 2001). However, such vectors are limited in their robustness because of their estimation complexity in real conditions with perturbations of nonstationary structure (Gupta & Gilbert, 2001). Although several analysis of effectiveness have been made around the different kinds of proposed features for objective evaluation of speech disorders (Frohlich & Michaelis, 2000; Yu et al., 2001), they can not be taken as a standard set of parameters for hypernasality identification because each disorder affects differently diverse aspects of speech emission.

The present work analyzes the statistical effectiveness of different acoustic features in the automatic
identification of hypernasality. Acoustic features reflect part of information contained in perceptual analysis; in part, due to their estimation is derived directly or indirectly from the vocal cords behavior. Consequently, it is convenient to apply multivariate analysis techniques in determining the effectiveness of voice features. The effectiveness is studied by using multivariate analysis techniques that are meant for feature extraction and feature selection, as well (latent variable models, heuristic search algorithms).

BACKGROUND

Nasalization and Nasal Emission

Nasalization is defined as the link between nasal cavity and the rest of the vocal tract; while nasal emission refers to abnormal air loss through nasal route. This abnormal leakage reduces intra-oral pressure causing distortion in consonants. When air loss turns into an audible reblowing, the nasal emission is more obstructive and speech is seriously affected. Nasality commonly named hypernasality refers to low speech quality, which results from inappropriate adding of the resonance system to vocal tract. Conversely to nasal emission, nasality does not involve large flows of nasal air, so that there is no significant change in intra-oral air pressure. For this pathology, identification studies based on signal modeling (specialized diagnosis) can be related to acoustic features by using pattern recognition techniques.

Nasalization Model

Considering that normal voice is made of resonances at different frequency formants $F_k$, the following acoustic model (Cairns et al., 1996) is proposed:

$$S_n(\omega) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} F_k(\omega)$$

In contrast to normal voice, nasalized voice is the appearance of the antiformants $\tilde{F}'$ and nasal formants $\tilde{F}$:

$$S_h(\omega) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} F_k(\omega) - \sum_{l=1}^{L} \tilde{F}'_k(\omega) + \sum_{m=1}^{M} \tilde{F}_m(\omega)$$

It has been suggested that the intensity in the reduction of the first formant is a primary indicator of nasality. In Cairns et al. (1996), the superior formants are filtered in such a way that filtered normal voices will have one component, while nasalized voices will correspond to a signal with several components, which can be estimated using Teager’s instant power operator.

In a general way, patients with CLP manifest nasality with a deficiency of the velopharyngeal port, coupling their nasal cavity to vocalic sounds that gives place to appearance of an additional resonance in the amplitude-frequency feature of the vocal tract, and so a noticeable decrease in the formants F1 and F2 (Baken, 1996) as shown in sections (a) and (b) of Figure 1.

ACOUSTIC FEATURES AND MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

Acoustic features can be split into two categories according to the acoustic properties to be measured. Based in additive noise, among them: Harmonic to Noise Ratio (HNR), Normalized Noise Energy (NNE), Glottal Noise Excitation (GNE), defined as the noise estimation and it is based in the assumption that resulting glottal pulses from collisions of vocal folds head to a synchronous excitation of the different band frequencies, Normalized Error prediction (NEP) that can be expressed as the relationship between geometric and arithmetic means of spectral model, and Turbulence Noise Index (TNI).

Other acoustic features are associated to frequency modulation noise, among them pitch or fundamental period of the signal and jitter, which is defined as the average variation percentage between two consecutive values of pitch. In addition, there are considered features associated to parametric models of speech generation. Among them: cepstral coefficients derived from linear prediction analysis (LPC Linear Prediction Coefficients), cepstral coefficients over pounded frequencies scale (MFCC Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients), and RASTA coefficients (Relative Spectral Transform) (Castellanos, Castrillón, & Guijarro, 2004).

Multivariate Analysis

Latent Variable Models. The set $X$ of measured variables can be seen as the linear combination of generative factors $Z$ and perturbations $\varepsilon$ over the measurement process.
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